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ABSTRACT
It is possible to perform a structural analysis of

similar conversations and define units within particular types of

conversations to discover the regularities underlying the
c,rmIsiderable variation in natural communication. Convergent
communication consisting of an exchange of information in pursuit of

a mutually agreed upon goal can be seen as a highly structured type

of behavior in which both participants perform according to complex

sets of shared rules. Various parts of conversations are defined and

a pattern of differences is found between different age groups,

indicating that conversation organization is a feature that is

acquired along with language development. References are included.
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vev studies of the communication process ha -Fr,. examined the structural

properties of the communications themselves.- Yet observation oi": natural

communication situations uith similar objectives suggests that the perti-

cirJants often behave regularly and predictably in i'litiating, carrying out

and concluding their conversations. It seems -,:ensonable to assume that

commueications, like less extensive stretches of linguistic material such

as clauses: may exhibit internal structure, may be composed of

If such structuralhierarchical units whose arrangement can be specified.

properties can be reliably identified, then these could serve as dependent

measures of communication performance in experimental or observational

studies of communication behavior.

An initial attempt to discover the regularities underlying the con-

sUterable variation in natural communication should be limited to relatively

homogeneous speech situations. Explaining one's part in an automobile

accident to a judge in court and recounting the same incl.dent to a sympathetic

friend at a social gathering require very different communication behavior,

although the same 'content' is treated. Also, the communication channel (face

to face or via telephone) and the field of discourse are potential sources of

variation in massage form.



Definition of the comanication. tyl?e

The ?resent approach to thc allz_ys:Ts of co=unicazion

dyadic communications which sEhibit the following charactisios:

1) There is an explicit goal which is puz.sued by

2) an exchang.e of ina=ation provided by

,\ overt cooperation on the the part4.-%?,,,ts u

The dyad h.as the information necessary to achieve its objective (i.c,, solution

oi= a problem or progress toward a solution). E.owever, the information is

distributed between the 1)artic1pants in an uneaual and complementary manner

so that (Terbal) interaction is necessary to reach the Imtually acknowledge,a

goal. This convergence of information into a task solution is reflected in

the designation of this type of conversation: convergent communication. It

is common to this type that participant function is distinguished as that of

Knower and Doer. The Knwer is aware of the form of the final solution. The

Doer is aware of the problems involved in reaching that solution and has,

furthermore, the responsibility of o::ecuting it. The Doer, then, shapes the

Knower's presentation et' informaton by his continuous participation.
2

These characteristics of convergent communication are found 5.n a variety

of natural conversation situations03. We postulate that a freauent and

repeated social activity (here, problem-solving) will enhibit a convention-

alized structure and will function as a context which influences particular

and appropriate interpretation of messages occurring in that content.

Procedures

Three oral communication tasks were devised to elicit instances of

convergent communication as defined above. The tasks differed considerably
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in content ancl ;of,-;c11 reGuii-erent- tut a. trc

convergent coxmunication. E-lefly, Yask I lec,ui::cd one 1::.er cf the dyad

Ok) to choose from an array of so7011 2.:_ures a ..-;ure 5 c nat h'Jld

by the other mezber of the dyad (B). The f-T.,ares ("L:::cred cn i'our levant

dimensions. Tack II required A to complte the '...)11:71din;,; of a r;artial odol

of a molecule so that the completed model iclentical to tha: held

by E Task IIT 1-equired A to trace a route on a r.n.o identical to the rou'..e

shown cn Bts map. Eadh task contained two or Inore subtasks. Ecross the

subtasks participants alternated as Knower 'Ind Doe-.-. Ilcbers of the dyad

could talk freely but were separated by a screen. The-re was no time Liz.lit

on the tasks, and no feedback was provided on the conre,_:tne:ls of the solutions.

The task were administered to 43 dyads of f.ifth-grade pub%.ic school

children and to 24 dyads of ore-service teacher') in tT7o teachers colleges.

All dyads were internally homogeneous with respect to se:c, race, academic

age and school or college membership. An administrator of the same se:c as

the dyad read the standardised instructions, hsnded out and colle-.1tej the

task materials and recorded the final solutions.

The sess'ions were tape recoded, provicling on the average one hour of

conversation per dyad. The tapes were transcribed under the supervision

. of a linguist and transcribers were checked for agreement on identification

of questions, interruptions, etc.

4
Performance on the tasks was assessed for accuracy. For this assess-

ment and for the structural analysis the behaviol: of the dyad, rather than

that of the individual, was the primary object of investigation.

The following description of the structural features of convergent

communication is based on the transcribed protocols of adult speech.

3
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ale_ollganlaaion of a conve'sgent communication

The basic unit of behavior for the structural analysis of the comruni-

cation is the exchanae. The focus of interest thus the inzeration of

the participants. The exchange is composed of tuo sequential events (tuo

utterances, one from each participant) parts of events vhich stand in

structural relatiovship to each other. An event nay be voluntarily terminated

or interrupted. The event may be interpreted cniy in its releve.z.t context,

the exchange. Thus in the follaKing exam?Ie, events 3 and 4 form exchange

3-4, events 4 and the first part of 5 form exchange 4-5. Event 4 otands in

relationship (as appropriate response to an interrogation) to event 3, thus

forming exchange 3-4. But event 4 also stands in relationship (as statement

which receives an appropriate response) with event 5, thus formi.ag exchange

4-50 The function and the 'meaning of event 4 depends upon its relevant

exchange context.

Examples of the units, evqmt ard exchaE..a:
9

WM YE * Ienly aW. MENI
3) what do I do when I get to

the intersectionN

Ammar

01....
111.

91Ey -- a left# then I
should be going northt

1IIMIGNIOION11m11

7) right#

mill611.0

.4) youte,ke a le-i7.t1P
A....0111.1W AOCIIKOMAMM .72MOWAOP....4

2..14

eahjJ so you go norr.1 unti .

you hit the be1tuayi7

Exchanges occur in their context, which is a higher unit of organization

which we will call the chunk. A chunk is composed of a series of exchanges'

and reflects a focus on a single major purpose, or theme. Thus, the chunk

is a unit of content. However, the boundaries of chunks are =manly marked



by verbal sicinals. Chunk initial markers are okay, no then, all right,

nou. The termillation of a chunk is marked by signals (>1 evaluation, e.g,

A - Right? B - Right. A - Okay (Where A and B indicate the teo participats,

but do not identify their function aa acerer or Doer). Another salient

characteristic of chunk termination is lov density of nca content-

The chunk also displays properties of internal cohesion. Featuras cf

repetition, of anaphoric substitution, of paraphrase an:: of .!::arallei gram-

matical dependency link events and exchanges within chunks. In many chunks

groupings of exchanges can be observed. One F.uch grouping is called zhe

exchElla_aro. It is composed of an interrupted event, the interrupting

event and an event which completes the interrupted event (see events 7 and 8

and 9 in the following example). The exchange group then functions as a

single event in forming an exchange with the next event, i.e.,

Example of chunk with exchang_e_sou2 (Li marks chunk boundaries)

//
7) and then -- well after you

pass the flag just a little

bit there's al

9) a vertical line

11) go up that 4-- unh
little line

13) okay?#

15) then -- there's a little
block with a building .

8) like a small/

10) r4ght#

12) un huh#

7.4) yeah0 i/

Another, more extensive, grouping of exchanges within the chunk provides

further evidence of the participants' mutual recognition of the chunk as a

unit. The embedded exchansestagemt is a series of exchanges with a single
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function Uhich may bu to cleri:T 0: to exnd sorte coml?ouent of L:he ch-ank

theme). An exchange is Zormed between the event precedLng the aubedded

sequence and the eve:it foliouing it, the embedded seouence being ::reated

relevant, but parenthetical, material. In the folloing example e7Ichanges

22-23, 23-24, 24-25 form an embc.dded sequence (with a clarify2.n3 Zunction),

However, event 21 and event 26 also form an exchange wilth a structu.ral reI;,-

tionship (of interactional statement which directly facilitates another

statement).

Example of chunk with embedded exchanp.e sequence (22-25):

ff
20) okay where you co-.1; to

that line againf

22) that line that's
intersectingf

24) yeahf

26) go up until you hit the
next intersection linef

28) naw -- go leftf

21) yeahf

23) right above the engineW

25) un huhf

27) okay0 II

Chunks occur in the .st.9...aes of the communication. Stages are the highest

level unit postulated in :he structure of a convergent communication. Thesa

are the orientation stage, the task conduct stage and the closing stage,

which serve the respective functions of setting forth the task goal and pro-

cedures for achieving it, of carrying out the goal, and of revieuing the

results and/or agreeing on the termination of the goal-focused interactio06

The bulk of the material in our data represents the task conduct stage, since

in an experimental situation, instructions presented by the administrator

nay subsume in part the functions of the orientation stage and nay also affect

ke;



the closing stage, when the final solution must be communicated to the

administrator.

The task conduct stage is of particular intrinsic interest, however.

Since the numbee of chunks and the ordering of ehematic material within and

across chunks nny differ from dyad to dyad, it is reasonable to hypothesize

that the chunks of the task conduct stage represent the dyad's conponential

analysis of the task or problem. In other words, the chunks may represent

the breakdoqn of the task into steps or parts, a breakdown made by the dyad

as it pursues the agreed-upon objective of the communication.

In summary, a complete convergent communication can be viewed as

organized of hierarchically ranked units. The highest level unit is the

stage. Three functional stages are identified: orientation, task conduct

and closing. Stages are composed of one or more chunks, a unit of content

the boundaries of which are usually formally marked. Chunks are composed

of exchanges. An exchange is composed of two sequential events (two utter-

ances one from either participant) or parts of events which stand in a

structural relationship. Exchanges may form exchange groups or embedded

exchange sequences, which are optional groupings within the chunk0

aassification of events and exchaseis

The exchange cf information in pursuit of a mutually agreed-upon goal

is carried out by ovArt ve.eLs1 cooperation between the participants of a

convergent communication. Thus, information must be sought and presented.

Once presented, the information tends to be explicitly evaluated and/or the

reception of the information overtly acknowledged. Events are classified

as ekhibiting the following types of behaviors: (1) Search, self or



other-generated seeking behavior, ('dt) Presentatcn, self or othergenerated

provision of information, and (3) IlLz.eption and/or Evaluation, responsivr.

behavior consisting of assessment or acknouledgmenl: of another message,.

(Events which cannot be so classified are rare and consist primarily of

?r- l

unintelligible or interrnpted events or ev:clamations, e.g, Ohoo?s .
m The

function of the spealcer (Knower or Doer) =s t:Iken into account in classifying

an event, as well as ths position of the event in ics reltwant context, the

exchange.

The content of events in convergent communication cart be classified by

the type of relationship to the pulTose or goal of the communication. Event

contert is of two types: (1) it is directly relevzot to the unique cbjec-

Lives cf the task, e.g., in Task I reference to dimensions and attributes of

the figure; in Task III reference to directions, distances and landmarks on

the map; or (2) it is peripheral, not directly relevant, to the unique objoc-

tives of the task, e.g., it refers to particitlant relationships (ait a

minute. 7ou bettel: tell me that again") or to an encoding or recoding pro-

cess ("What do you mean by 'curvey?'"). Included in task peripheral content

are continuattves ("Yeah"), when these are not answeis, and other types of

concurrent feedbadk (k - Okay? B - Okay).

The exchange is analyzed as being composed of two sequential events in

relationship. Nine categories of structural rela.i.:ionship account for the

majority of exchange type's. (hm no structural relationship obtains betueen

two sequential events, this absence, under certain conditions, signals chunk

termination in adult communications.) Adetailed description of these rela-

tionships has been presented elsewhere.
? Briefly, question types are distin-

guished as content, disjunctive or polar questions. Responses to the questions

8



are said to satisfy the question, or to be appropriate ):o the question

though not satisfying the question. For example, a disjunctive ques:ion

which has the form X? or Y? is satisfied by a response that solocts either

X or Y. However a response which does not select either X or Y but uhose

tom or content is predictable in relatIonship to the quc,stion is only

appropriate. If a disjunctive question is asked ari receives neither type

of response, no structural relationship obtainn0

example of structural relationship created by:

o a disjunctive question satisfied by appropriate response,

A. Shouid I go right or left? ?. Go left.

2. a disjunctive question receiving an appropriate response,

A. Should I go right or left? B. Well, just go north

or B. 14:,o you mean to your right

or mine?

3. a disjunctive question without appropriate response = no structural

relationl ip,

A. nould I go right or left? B. I'll go back t,) tIle last
intersetction and start again

from there.

Noa-interrogative events, i.e., predications, statements, or directives,

are classiiied as receiving either appropriate non-interrogative responses

or as receiving appropriate interrnative responses or neither. If a fol-

lowing event is not an appropriate response of either type, then no struc-

tural relationship obtains.



ougovId of scrvwct al relationship created by:

L. 4 dtsecctlre rc
;eiving appropriate non-interroE;ative response,

A. Lett. B. Okay, I turned left.

z. 4 dtreccivio r, eiving appropriate interrogative response,

A. Wag. B. Left? You mean north?

3. 4 direcctw, laut appropriate response = no structural

retaglceehip

A. Go Left.

roe twat* al the t

toss) sod of saitheage

ortorpostme stylo of tact

sod woad sot too =post

of some dttforost comas

Istessottos boo d4

of surstaly Oared esp*

these miss whisk sum

1. A gusoelso 441

B. I see sone buildings ahead.

assification systems of event (by behavior and con-

j. structural relationship) rests on the explicit,

action characteristic of convergent communication

i to exhaustively or uniquely characterize the form

ication type. The explicit, purposive style of

:tribed by conduct guide rules stated in the form

tations. For example, in relaticn to questions,

influence speakers behavior taight be suggested:

be interpreted as a message to which an answer is

suPested. /-0.. glim 4M* tioner will not answer his awn question, as in the

seise of a *besotted'', 401 ,stion.

2. A gmesetom Amid be successful& asked, i.e., if not heard it

Ohould r010001011$ ti card and not appropriately answered it should be

reesemslated

3 A 401181811.8 dwild be answered y_dselfullan. A questiaa

41114114 6111 11111 I above) is taken in good faith, and the answer

°el" be 11"1118147 add!essed to the question as formulated, if possible.

to"



These tentatively formulated rules are grossly underspecified but, if

they are approximately correct for carrying out a convergent communication,

they are not universally valid, that is, they do not hold for all cypes of

two-person communication. In fact, if rule 3 is applied in a casual social

conversation (associatianal mode, see Fn. 1), the interlocutor will interpret

the message which realizes that rule as a violation of the norms of the

casual conversation mode08

Interrater_agFeement in using the classification systems

The behavioral, structural relationship and content systems as well as

the markers of chunk boundaries and the properties of chunk internal cohesion

were briefly described in a coding manual. Raters, who had studied the

manual, coded samples from the transcripts of each task. Average agreement

across three raters (across tasks and dyads) was .93. Average agreement

between pairs of raters across tasks and dyads was .91. Examination of the

coding of the three different systems and marking of chunk boundaries, by

tasks and by dyads, revealed no special biases. Two raters then coded the

remaining transcripts independently and checked them, so that each coded

transcript represents the consensus coding of two raters. The coded tran-

scripts were then used in the examination of child and adult communication

behavior.

Some results

We have described convergent communication as a highly structured type

of behavior, suggesting that both participants in the dyad perform according

to complex sets of shared rules. One type of rule system would, for example,

Ii



specify the appropriate use of formal and semantic Eeatures to mark the

shift of attention from one step (or theme) in the problem-solving inter-

action to another.

Such rules would be acquired by young speakers in a speech community.

We might expect that our fifth-grade subjects have begun to develop some

competence in the use of this type of communication and thus that their per-

formance may resemble, though not be identical to, that of adults.

Thus far, two of the structural features postulated i!or this type of

communication have been examined. First, the organization of the communi-

cation into stages (relating to the overall progress of the interaction)

and second, one feature ci the organization of the smaller thematic units

(chunks) will be discussed.

Orientation and Closing Stages. Although in the experimental situation

the orientation and closing stages tend to be short (compared to these

stages in spontaneously initiated conversations), reflexes of these stages

are present in the experimentally elicited conversations. The orientation

stage is considered present if one or more of the opening events refer to

task management (e.g., "I'll ask the questions this time") and/or to a task

constant. The task constant may be the goal (e.g., A - Okay we're going to

go from the school to the ball park. B - The school on the lower left-hand

corner? A - Yeah) or the task manipulanda, or both, (e.g., A - Okay, now

my figure looks like a poodle without a head. B - Right, I'm going to give

you the head).

The closing stage is considered present if there is reference to task

conclusion after the operations have been completed; after attributes have

been identified (Mask I); after the model has been built (Task II); or

12
12
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after the last point on the map has been reached (Task III). An example of

the closing stage from Task III is: A - So now you're at the ball park.

B - Yeah, so that's it? A - Thatzs it.

The percentages of adult end child dyads for whom the orientation and

closing stages were present are given in Table I.

(Insert Table I here)

The orientation and closing stages are present in a greater percentage

of adult dyads than in child dyads in each of the three tasks. The fifth-

grade child dyads havt, however, a fairly high representation of these

stages in their speech. The difference between Task 111 and the other two

tasks may be in part a result of increased familiarity with the speech

situation, and in part a result of intrinsic task differences. Since all

tasks were presented in the same order, this question cannot be resolved.

Termination of Chunks. Chunks usually end with iaa density of new

content and high density of signals of reception and evaluation. Exchange

relationdhips do not carry over across chunks. These characteristics form

a preferred pattern of chunk ending for adult dyads, a resolution of the

chunk theme (see the example on page 5, exchange 12-13, l3-14). This pat-

tern, the components of which were categorized by the coding system, was

designated "resolution." The percentage of chunks ending in "resolution"

was calculated for child and adult dyads in eadh of the three tasks. The

results are presented in Table 2.

(Insert Table 2 here)

Ma each task adult dyads terminate chunks with resolution significantly

more often than do the child dyads. Again, differences are great across

tasks, but in all three tasks this pattern is significantly more frequent

13



in adults' perfornance than in the children's. As in the dnta oa the

representation of the orientation and closing stages, the children use

this pattern to some extent, but less consistently.

Summa_sy and conclusion

A frequently occurring type of dyadic communication was defined and

its structure related to its purpose and interactional features. The

structure of the type was described in terms of hierarchical units. The

properties of the higher level units, which organize the content of the

cowmunication, were identified, and the lower level units were classified

as to behavioral,content and structural interaction type. The analysis was

based primarily on transcripts of adult and child dyads performing three

tasks which conform to the defining characteristics of the communication

type. Evidence of the communicability of the classification systems was

presented in estimates of interrater agreement.

Two features of the organization of the communication type were examined:

(1) differentiation of the communications into orientation and closing

stages and (2) presence of a pattern of chunk termination, i.e., nr,2,..olu-

tion." Both differentiation into stages and chunk resolution represent

means by whidh the participants organize the conversational interaction and

mutually signal this organization. The performance of child and adult dyads

was compared on two measures of these features. A greater percentage of

adult dyads than child dyads showed differentiation of the communications

into stages. Similarly a greater percentage of chunks in adult speech

showed the pattern of resolution than did the chunks in children's speech.

The structural features were, however, represented in the children's speech

14



to some extent. These results were interpreted to mean that whereas the

adult dyads had acquired and consistently used these features of organiza-

tion, the fifth-grade children had not cansistently incorporated these

features into their communications. The results reported here and those of

other comparisons recently completed suggest that this approach to the study

of communication could be extended to sample other age-grade levels in ordpr

to describe the development of competence in goal-oriented dyadic speech09

Two additional steps are planned to develop and substantiate che

approach outlined in this paper. First, Ile plan to gather more data from

spontaneously initiated conversations in natural settings which conform to

the definition of convergent communication. It is possible that the expanded

corpus may necessitate elaboration of the present classification systems.

Second, in order to support the coni:ention that convergent communica.;:ion is

a uniquely structured type cf conversational interaction, contrastive evidence

on other types of conversation is required. Preliminary inspection of

speech events designated as interviews and those called interrogations or

examinations lead us to suspect that they share a number of characteristics

in common, and that they may differ on important structural dimensions from

convergent communication.

15



FOOTNOTES

Several exceptions to this statement deserve comment. Investigations

by McGuire and Lorch (1968) show that different conversational modes may

emerge from different participant relationships. The purpose of conversation

as well as the influence of setting contribute to the definition of these

relationships.
A speech routine (a member of a class of formalized interactions which

are restricted to specific positions in a speech situation) has been studied

by Schegloff (1968). A speech event (a member of a class of socially-

recognized speech activities for which rules of conduct are prescribed by

the speech community) has been described by Labov (1968) in his study of

'sounds' in a New York City Negro, nonstandard English dialect. See Hymes

(1967) for a discussion of this framework for the study of the 'ethnography

of speaking.'
A type of single speaker discourse, the narrative, has also been described

as a structural unit which exhibits unique properties of internal organization

(Gleason, 1968; Labov & Waletsky, 1967).

2The Doer's participation may be, in part, simple, concurrent feedback,

e.g., "Yeah," "Okay," verbal signals of his cognitive state and/or of his

continued availability for interaction, his being "in play" in the situation

in Goffman's term (1963, p. 25). Also, his participation may be more sub-

stantive, representing an active search for specific information or presen-

tation of his point of view.

3Two examples of spontaneous convergent communication are:

(a) A researcher (Doer) consults with a technician (Knower) in a com-

puter facility. The researcher wishes to isolate a problem (goal) which has

arisen in the use of a computer program. The researcher knows his data; the

technician knows the requirements or restrictions of the program. They will

attempt to isolate the specific problem. The Doer will then correct the con-

trol cards, thus executing the solution. (Example taken from a recording of

a spontaneous interaction at a computer center.)

(b) A customer OaKM,610 telephones for the delivery of an order (goal)

to an address which is unfamiliar to the salesman (Doer). The Knower is

cognisant of the address end its surrounding neighborhood; the Doer knows

his position and his cognitive map of the ciey. Furthermore, both Doer and

Knower may have time limitations. The two work out a solution which the

salesman (or his agent) executes by delivering the parcel.

A
'Further information on the materials, procedures, and the subject popu-

lations is provided in two reports: Garvey and Baldwin (1970) and Baldwin

and Garvey (1970). The first report also contains samples of the transcribed

protocols and details of the structural analysis of the communications. The

second report contains an assessment of performance accuracy, which is also

treated in Baldwin and Garvey. (1971).
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5 1n this and subsequent examples, events a7:e numbercd sequentially

throughout a communication, ymbols used are DJ, ouestJon (so marked into-
nationally, syntactically or lexically); [0], major pause or utterance final

intonation, or boz:h; [--], minor pause or unfilled hesitation; Lunh], filled

hesitation; LI], interrupted utterance; no sentence punctuation is used.

6The length and complexity o:17 the oriea.ation stage will depend on the

nature of the problem .dhich occasions the convrsational iateraction, the

relationship of the participants and their mutu:0 fund of relevant back-

ground information. This stage may be opened vittl a social routine of

greeting or a summons-ansver routine, e.g., A - Ron? B - Yeah0

describe your part first. B - Okay, The closing stage uay contain a review

of the solution or sumnai:ion or resuits or a roference to the conclusion of

the task, e.g., A - Ue've got the same thing now. B Yeah, but uine was

sitting wrong. A - That doesn't matter. We're finished. B - Okay.

7
Garvey az Baldwin (1970)

A
"For strikir_ig examples of such rule violations bearing on the inter-

pretation of messages, see Garfinkel (1967).

9The term communicative cmpetence has been suggested by Hymes (in

press) to'refet to the (acquired) capability to distinguish socially-

defined speech events and acts in speech situations.
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Table 1

Percentage of Dyads with Representation of

Orientation Stage (0) and Closing Stage (C)

in Each of Three Tasks

Task Adult (N=24) Childa

Task 1 0

....

92% 0

___J

77%

(4 subtasks) C 100% C 96%

Task IT 0 92% 0 64%

(2 subtasks) C 100% C 89%

Task III 0 79% 0 55%

(2 subtasks) C 887. C 89%

aMissinb data reduce the child dyads to N=47,

N=44 and N=44 for the three tasks, respectively,
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Table 2

Nean Percentage of Chunks Ending with Resolution
For Child aad Adult Dyads across Three Tasks

Task 1

---------..,
Task IT

-....._..................

Task III

Child
Dyads

Pi= 13.88

SD = 11.38

1

ki = 43.24

SD = 33.00

M = 56.24

SD = 25e25MF
Adult
Dyads

MMW

IA= 48.29

SD = 17.64

--....

M = 75.12

SD = 22.57

X = 80.12

SD = 14.57

Difference
Between

Group Heans
34.41* 31.88* 23.88*

Note.--The group mean percentages are based on the means for eadh

dyad on each task.

p < .001 by a t-test.


